PROPOSAL 11
5 AAC 92.095. Unlawful methods of taking furbearers; exceptions.
Add bow and arrow as legal method of take for beaver in Units 9, 11, 13, and 16 as follows:
(3) taking beaver by any means other than a steel trap or snare, except that a firearm or bow and
arrow may be used to take two beaver per day in Units 9 and 17 from April 15 through May 31
if the meat is salvaged for human consumption; a bow and arrow may be used to take beaver
in Unit 9, 11, 13 and 16 throughout the seasons and with the bag limits established in 5
AAC 84; a firearm may be used to take beaver in Units 1-5, 8, 16, 18, 22, and 23 throughout the
seasons and with the bag limits established in 5 AAC 84; a firearm or bow and arrow may be
used to take beaver in Unit 17 from Dec. 1 through April 14 if the meat is salvaged; a firearm or
bow and arrow may be used to take beaver in Units 12, 19, 20(A), 20(C), 20(E), 20(F), 21, 24,
and 25 throughout the seasons and with the bag limits established in 5 AAC 84;
What is the issue you would like the board to address and why? If firearms are already a legal
method of taking a beaver under trapping regulations, a bow and arrow should be added as well.
Currently it is legal to harvest beaver with a firearm or bow and arrow under the trapping
regulations in Unit 17 from December 1- April 14 provided the meat is salvaged. It is also legal to
harvest beaver in Units 9 and 17 with firearms from April 15-May 31 provided the meat is salvaged
but bow and arrow is for some reason not included. Also, in Unit 16 beaver harvest is legal with a
firearm throughout the trapping season and again, the use of bow and arrow is not included.
A bow and arrow can be a more effective as well as safer means of harvesting beaver. Actual
advantages over a firearm are better ability to continue momentum through the water with less risk
of ricochet as is likely when a firearm is discharged toward water surfaces. In addition, beaver shot
with firearms may have a higher loss rate than arrow harvested beaver especially if a line is
attached to the arrow. Also, arrows are far less likely to damage fur and meat than bullets or shot.
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